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CREDENTIALS

ABOUT TIFFANY
Tiffany Morris is the Head of Talent Management and Interim Chief Human Resource
Officer at Sears Holdings Corporation. Tiffany’s work is aligned to enabling business
transformation through people with particular focus on workforce planning and
optimization, talent management, culture and engagement, and the continuous
improvement of the Human Resource profession.

Center for Agile Leadership®
Certified Agile Leader

Tiffany has twenty years of Human Resource experience and while she has worked
across a variety of HR disciplines, she has focused on partnering with business
leaders to translate business strategy into people strategy and advancing the use
of fact-based decision making and defined methodologies to advance the Human
Resource function into a true business contributor.
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Tiffany holds a Bachelor’s of Science degree in Marketing from Northern Illinois
University. She and her husband have two children and live in a suburb of Chicago.
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Under Tiffany’s leadership, the Sears Holdings Corporation Human Resource team
has been recognized for its work by a variety of organizations including the
Brandon Hall Group, Leadership Excellence – part of HR.com, and Chief Learning
Officer magazine. The team has also provided thought leadership to the profession
via World at Work, the Institute for Corporate Productivity, the Society of Human
Resource Management, The NeuroLeadership Institute, and the Human Resource
Management Association of Chicago.

Tiffany is always the professional, even at the most difficult of times. She is
always available, responsive, and level headed - important traits for HR. Most
important was that she followed through with every request no matter the
size or importance. It was a pleasure working with her and her team.

PEORIA, ILLINOIS

PERSONAL SLOGAN: “AH, BUT A MAN’S REACH SHOULD EXCEED HIS GRASP,
OR WHAT’S A HEAVEN FOR?” -ROBERT BROWNING

